Towards Gender-Diversity in Tech

May 5, 2016 | 1:00 – 3:00pm | E-Atrium

The goal of this event is to address gender diversity in the Tech sector, in general, and tech-related majors at LaGuardia, in particular. Guided by tech-oriented faculty, gender-diverse teams of students will showcase their experiential activities exhibiting projects of different levels of difficulty and ranging from course-based to co-curricular learning and research.

STUDENTS WILL ALSO HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO

- Meet their Advising Team and receive Advisement on Computer Science (CS) and Engineering courses for Fall 2016.
- Meet faculty-advisors from CS, Engineering, and New Media Technology.
- Meet peer-advisors who know what it’s like to be a CS or Engineering major;
- Get general advisement and learn about Tech-Related majors at LaGuardia.
- Learn about LaGuardia ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) Chapter and meet its members.
- CONNECT, NETWORK + MORE

Light Food and Refreshments will be served 😊

We Hope to See You There!